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O Quenching
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The time-resolved resonance Raman (TR 3) spectra of excited triplet state all-transretinal (ATR (T1)) are analyzed with respect to (1) time-resolved excitation profiles
(TREP), (2) T1 $0 intersystem crossing rates, and (3) O_ quenching kinetics. These
TR data are used to comment on the electronic characteristics and kinetic decay of
the excited triplet state of a specific retinal isomer in room temperature solutions.

INTRODUCTION
The excited state photoisomerization of retinal has been identified
as a fundamental event in the visual process in general and in the
functioning of the chromophore rhodopsin specifically. 1-3 In spite of
this important biochemical connection, there are many questions
concerning the excited-state properties of retinal isomers which
remain unanswered. Of particular interest here is the identification
of the excited-state processes and structures which contribute to the
stereoselective nature of retinal isomerization. Interest in these
phenomena has already stimulated many investigations into the vibrational and electronic structure and dynamical properties of retinal. ’-18
For example, cw resonance Raman spectroscopy has been widely
used to examine the vibrational structure of stable, ground-state
321
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retinal isomers because of its sensitivity to molecular conformations. 4’5’7’9’12-15’t7 To examine the excited-state structure and
dynamics of a photolabile system such as retinal, however, it is
essential to monitor simultaneously its molecular conformation and
kinetic properties.
Recently, it was shown that these types of data can be obtained
through time-resolved resonance Raman (TR 3) spectroscopy. 19’2 TR 3
spectroscopy has, in fact, been used to record the vibrational spectrum
of the lowest-energy, excited triplet state of all-trans-retinal
(ATR (T1)). 16’8 It has also been recently demonstrated that the
kinetic information available from TR3 spectra can be quantitatively
analyzed. 21 In this paper, we seek to analyze the TR 3 spectra of
ATR (T) by examining the time-resolved excitation profile (TREP)
of the major resonance Raman band from ATR (Tt), the kinetics
associated with the decay of ATR (T1) by T1 --* So intersystem crossing, and the O2 quenching properties of ATR (T1).

EXPERIMENTAL

A detailed description of the instrumentation is presented elsewhere. 18-22 Briefly, TR spectra are recorded by synchronizing two
pulsed laser systems. The initial (excitation) pulse (354.7 nm, 1.5 mJ
pulse, 15 ns pulsewidth) pumps the ground-state of ATR (So) into
the lowest-energy, excited singlet state, ATR ($1). The lowest-energy
triplet state (T1) is subsequently populated by intersystem crossing
from $1. The second (probe) laser pulse (typically 470nm,
1.5 mJ/pulse, 8 ns pulsewidth) generates resonance Raman scattering
from the time-dependent T1 population. Resonance enhancements
are obtained from the transient triplet-triplet absorption transition
(T Tn). The time delay between the arrival of the two laser beams
at the sample cell can be varied between 40 ns and 100 ms. The
time-dependent population ot the excited triplet state can be
monitored by measuring the intensity of any triplet-state resonance
Raman band as a function of the delay time.
The TR 3 scattering is focused onto the slit of a one meter spectrograph equipped with an 1800 line per mm holographically-ruled
grating. TR 3 scattering is detected by a doubly intensified vidicon
camera located in the focal plane of the spectrograph. The response

-
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of the vidicon is recorded digitally for storage and analysis by an
on-site computer.
ATR was obtained from Eastman (purity >97%) and used without
further purification. Samples were characterized by absorption and
cw Raman spectra which duplicated spectra from the literature.
Samples were stored in the dark at 5C under nitrogen, but examined
at room temperature. Deaerated samples were flushed with dry
nitrogen for about 30 minutes prior to experiments. Concentrations
of approximately 2.5 x 10 -4 M were found to be optimal for the static
sample conditions used.

RESULTS
The TR3 spectra of ATR (T1) in both methanol and benzene solvents
were reported earlier. 16’s Although in principle any of these TR3
bands can serve to measure an excitation profile or as a monitor for
the kinetic properties of ATR (T), in this work, only the strongest
bands exhibited signal-to-noise ratios large enough for analysis. The
1550 cm (benzene solvent) and 1555 cm (methanol solvent) were
examined in detail.

-

-

Time-resolved excitation profile (TREP)

The identification of TR 3 scattering with the excited state of a given
isomer is based on several observations including the quantitative
decay properties to be analyzed here. Initially, however, we consider
the TREP derived from the resonantly-enhanced nature of the Raman
scattering. Excitation profiles, obtained by measuring the relative
intensity of resonance Raman scattering as a function of the frequency
of the exciting laser, have been used to characterize resonance Raman
spectra involving stable, ground-state species (see for example Ref.
11). Comparisons of excitation profiles with absorption spectra
characterize the vibronic coupling involved in resonantly-enhanced
Raman scattering to the ground electronic state. The same type of
information can be obtained for transient, excited-state species
through a TREP. In the case of a transient scatterer, the wavelength
of the probe laser is changed while the time delay between the probe
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and excitation laser pulses is held constant. To obtain data which are
proportional only to the resonance Raman cross section, attention
must be given to normalizing experimental parameters such as the
excitation and probe laser power, illumination geometry, /4 dependence of Raman scattering, and wavelength dependence of the monochromator/vidicon sensitivity. In addition, attention must be given
to the transient absorption properties of the sample. These factors
can be treated by ratioing the integrated area of the TR 3 band to
that of a normal Raman band from the solvent (see reference 21 for
a more detailed analysis).
A TREP was measured for ATR (Tt) in both methanol and benzene
solvents. Figure 1 presents the TREP for the 1555 cm -t band in the
TR 3 spectrum of ATR (Tt) in methanol. The relative intensity (normalized to the methanol Raman band at 1460 cm -t) of this TR3 band
was measured as a function of the probe laser wavelength over the
range from 450 to 510 nm. The time delay between the excitation
and probe laser pulses was held constant at 40 ns. The TREP was
measured for ATR (Tt) in benzene using the 1550 cm -t band and
probe laser wavelengths between 470 and 520nm. The relative
intensities of the 1550 cm -t band (normalized to the benzene Raman
band at 1585 cm -t) increased monotonically as the probe laser
wavelength approe,ched the maximum of the transient, triplet-triplet
absorption spectrum of ATR (Tt) near 480 nm. 23 The TREP could
not be measured at wavelengths shorter than 470 nm since the probe
laser radiation becomes energetic enough to populate ATR (Tt) by
itself (i.e., So St excitation followed by St -* Tt intersystem crossing). The population of ATR (Tt) becomes apparent by the appearance of a Raman band at 1550cm obtained with probe laser
excitation (h > 470 nm) only. The increased St T1 intersystem
crossing yield of ATR in nonpolar solvents accounts for the presence
of this phenomenon in benzene solvent and not in methanol solvent. :4
The preresonance Raman excitation profile (PREP) for the
1570 cm band from ATR (So) in methanol was also measured using
laser wavelengths between 450 and 520 nm (Figure 1). The relative
intensities of the 1550 cm band were normalized to the 1460 cm
Raman band of methanol. These PREP data, duplicating work reported previously, are in excellent agreement with the theoretical
prediction based on A term enhancement25 26 from a single electronic
state centered at 383 nm (dotted curve in Figure 1 for (3 data points).

-

- -
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-
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Excitation profiles for ATR (,T1) and ATR (So) bands. A preresonance
excitation profile (PREP) for the 1570 cm band of ATR (So) (O,data) and a timeresolved (40 ns delay) excitation profile (TREP) for the 1555 cm of ATR (T1) (O
data) are plotted with respect to the wavelength of the probe laser. The corresponding
So S1 and transient T1 --* T, absorption bands are also shown. All data were obtained
for ATR dissolved in methanol. Insert: pulsed resonance Raman spectrum (probe laser
only) using 470.0 nm excitation (--- data); TR spectrum taken 40 ns after excitation
of ATR with 354.7 nm radiation and with probe laser at 470.0 nm (-----data). Both
-’t
spectra were obtained on a 2.5 x 10 M sample of ATR (So) in methanol. The position
of the Raman band from the methanol solvent is indicated by S. The 1555 cm -1
resonance Raman band from ATR (T1) and the 1570 cm -1Raman band from ATR (So)
are also labeled. TM

FIGURE

Both the TREP and PREP are presented with the respective
absorption spectra (T-- T, and So-- Sx) from which resonance
enhancements are obtained. The relative intensities of the excitation
profile data were scaled to the absorption data for comparison purposes. The Raman bands used in these excitation profiles (i.e., for
ATR (T1) and ATR (So)) are presented in the inset of Figure 1.
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Kinetic analysis of deaerated samples
A general method for extracting quantitative kinetic information
directly from TRa data was recently described in the analysis of the
formation and decay of excited triplet state chrysene. These results
are used to treat the decay of ATR (T) considered here. Specifically,
the parameter F is derived from the relative intensities of TR a bands
while the parameter 1 is defined in terms of the Raman band
intensities of the solvent and measures the internal transient absorption (ITA) properties of the sample. Since both F and l’l are proportional to the time dependent concentration of the transient, : both
can be used to measure the kinetics associated with the population

of ATR (T).
In deaerated samples, four major decay routes for ATR (T) must
be considered:

ATR (T:)

k,

.

ATR (T)

ATR (So) + hu

phosphorescence

other retinal isomers isomerization

ATR (T)

kic

2(ATR (T:))

k,

-

> ATR (So)*

2(ATR (So))

intersystem crossing

(1)
(2)

(3)

triplet-triplet annihilation (4)

where ATR (So)* represents the vibrationally-excited, ground state
of all-trans-retinal.
Phosphorescence (process 1) has been shown not to occur in retinals
in solution at room temperature (weak phosphorescence has been
observed at 77 K for retinal isomers27). Isomerization (process 2) can
also be eliminated from consideration as a major decay pathway.
Photoisomerization resulting from direct excitation of ATR (Sx) in
28
nonpolar solvents is known to have a yield of only about 0.1, and
29
ATR exhibits no triplet-sensitized isomerization.
The two remaining pathways, processes (3) and (4), are both
expected to contribute significantly to ATR (T) decay. The relative
importance of triplet-triplet annihilation should be largest at early
decay times since it exhibits a second-order dependence on the
concentration of ATR (T) while the first-order kinetics of TI
So
intersystem crossing should be most evident at longer decay times.
When each In F and In f were plotted against reaction time, no
single, first-order rate coefficient could be found to fit the data over
the full 40 ns to 20 Is region. Rather, for times between 5 and 20 s,
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first-order rate coefficients of 1.23 x 105 s (TR data) and 1.15 x
105 s -1 (ITA data) were found to fit these data (Figure 2 and Table
I). These values are in excellent agreement with each other (as
predicted from the kinetic analysis2) and with values reported previously from triplet-triplet absorption experiments 6’24 (Table I).
The analysis of the shorter time region (40 ns to 1 IS) of decay is
complicated since both processes (3) and (4) must be considered. In
order to evaluate the contribution of the second-order rate coefficient
3
from triplet-triplet annihilation, the absolute volume from which TR
and ITA data are collected must be known. Since this volume could
not be measured directly, an analysis separating first and second order
processes was not made. It is estimated that second-order contribu120
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FIGURE 2 -1Decay kinetics of ATR (T1) in deaerated benzene solution. (a) TR data
for 1550 cm band ATR (T) plotted as In F versus time; ki,c 1.23 x 105 -1. (b)
ITA data for 993 cm- band of benzene plotted as In f versus time; ki, 1.15 x 105 s -1.
See Ref. 21 for definitions of F and fL
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TABLE
Rate coefficients for the decay of all-trans-retinal

-

Decay process

So intersystem
crossing (isc)
k

T1

Rate coefficient
1.1 x 10

s-1

1.15 x 10

-1

--

02 quenching (k,]) b

1.9x 109M

Reference

flash photolysis/ 24
T-T absorption
16
pulsed radiolysis/energy
transfer, T-T
absorption

1.23 x 10 -x (5-20

1.15 x 10 s

Method

(5-20
-c

TR spectroscopy
ITA

This work

This work

flash photolysis/ 31
T-T absorption

TR spectroscopy
ITA

This work
This work

Deaerated solution, 2.5 x 10 -’ M in all-trans-retinal.
-a
Aerated solution, 2.5 x 10 -’ M in all-trans-retinal, 1.8 x 10 M in 02.
Hexane solvent.

tions are small, however, since first-order plots for the 40 ns to 1 is
data yield good fits (see Figure 9 Ref. 20).
Kinetic analysis of oxygen quenching

Qualitatively, the decay of ATR (T1) has been observed to be
significantly faster in the presence of molecular oxygen, is’z’23 To
evaluate the quenching of ATR (T1) by Oz quantitatively, another
process must be considered in the decay mechanism above’
ATR (T) + 0 2

ATR (So) + 02 quenching

(5)

In the presence of air at room temperature ([02] 1.8 x 10 -3 M3),
the decay mechanism would have contributions from processes (3),
(4), and (5). The observed decay rate over the time interval 40-500 ns
was found from both TR 3 and ITA data to fit first-order kinetics
(Figure 3). These results are to be expected for a pseudo-first order
mechanism in which the concentration of 02 is large relative to that
for ATR (T). When the concentration of 02 dissolved in benzene is
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FIGURE 3 Decay kinetics of ATR (T1) in oxygen-saturated benzene solution. The
oxygen concentration was 1.8xl0-M. (a) TR3 data for the 1550cm -1 band of
ATR (T) plotted as In F versus time k q =kq[O2]=6.4x106s -1 (b)_ITA data for the
993 cm- band of benzene plotted as In 12 versus time; kq =6.0x 106s See Ref. 21
for definitions of F and fl.

-:.

--

-

considered, one obtains rate coefficients for 02 quenching (kq) of
3.5 x 109 M -1 s -1 (TR3) and 3.3 109 M s (ITA). These values for
kq are in reasonable agreement with a value of 1.9x 109 M s -1
recorded in flash photolysis experiments using a different solvent
(hexane versus benzene) 31 (Table I).

DISCUSSION
The kinetic analysis of TR 3 data for a molecule with a complex
vibrational spectrum such as ATR presents several fundamental ques-
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tions which need to be addressed. Initially, an assignment of TR 3
bands to a specific transient species must be made. In the case of
ATR, Raman scattering was observed simultaneously from ATR (So)
and ATR (T1) (Figures 1 and 2 in Ref. 18). The distinct excitation
profiles (PREP versus TREP) shown in Figure 1 provide an excellent
criterion by which to assign the Raman bands in these spectra to a
specific electronic state of the isomer. In the case treated here, the
TREP definitively identifies the 1555 cm -1 (methanol solvent) and
1550 cm -1 (benzene solvent) bands as originating in ATR (T) while
the PREP confirms the ATR (5’0) nature of the 1570 cm band.
TR3 spectra, together with their associated TREP, are also sensitive
to changes in excited-state bonding and the energetic ordering of
excited electronic states. The sensitivity of the TREP to the solvent
is evident in the different TREP observed for methanol and benzene
(vide inlra). These changes have been attributed both to the influence
of the solvent on the relative energies of the l(n, r*) and 3(n, ,rr*)
electronic states 32 and to the formation of an excited-state complex
between ATR (T1) and hydrogen-bonding solvents. 3 Although a
systematic use of TR 3 spectra and TREP should distinguish between
these two descriptions, the TREP for the bands in the
1550/1555 cm region alone cannot. Several TREP for a variety of
resonance Raman bands are needed to fully characterize any of these
transient absorption bands. Transformation theory4 offers a conceptual framework by which the electronic absorption spectrum can be
related to TREP so that one can be derived from the other. The use
of transformation theory with a TREP could further identify and
characterize the types of perturbed excited electronic states and
excited-state conformers which have been used to describe ATR (Tx).
More extensive use of these types of data, however, are required
before detailed conclusions can be reached.
In the presence of 02, the decay of ATR (T1) can be interpreted
in terms of a quenching scheme involving a collision complex:

-

-

ATR (T) + O

,

kdif

-

{ATR (T0... O}

ATR (So) + O

ket

-

(6)

The first-order rate measured in a plot of In F versus time is dependent
on the rate coefficients for (1) diffusion to form a complex (kdi), (2)
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dissociation of the complex (kdis), and (3) the energy transfer process
itself (ket). Under conditions where the collision complex is in equilibrium with ATR (T1) and 02 (expression 6), the observed rate can
be shown to equal:

obs kdif[O2](q

(’7)

where d,q is the quantum yield for energy transfer during the quenching
process. The rate coefficient for diffusion of ATR (T1) and 02 (assuming a spherical shape for ATR of radius 7.5 .) was calculated to be
3.1 x 101 M s -1. Expression (7) yields a value for lq of 0.11 indicating that only a small percentage of the encounters between ATR (T)
and 02 result in excited triplet state quenching. The low value of dq
suggests that the dissociation of the collision complex dominates its
decay mechanism. Presumably this inetiiciency for quenching can be
associated with the low viscosity of the solvents (at 25C, methanol;
r/=0.55 cp and benzene; r/=0.61 cp). It has been observed previously that d’q is small for solvents with /< 3 cp. 35

-
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